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Finding Sky Susan O'Brien
 AN ENGAGING COZY DEBUT... 
"Author Susan O'Brien deftly combines motherhood and mayhem in this lively tale of a single mom tracking
down a missing teen. Lots of fun!"
- Laura Levine, Author of the Jaine Austen Mystery

Series Sub-Genre Tags: Humorous Mysteries, Amateur Sleuths, Cozy Mysteries, Women Sleuths,
Private Investigators

She's a parent. She's (almost) a P.I. No one gets on your case like mom.

Suburban widow and P.I. in training Nicki Valentine can barely keep track of her two kids, never mind
anyone else. But when her best friend's adoption plan is jeopardized by the young birth mother's
disappearance, Nicki is persuaded to help. Nearly everyone else believes the teenager ran away, but Nicki
trusts her BFF's judgment, and the feeling is mutual. The case leads where few moms go (teen parties, gang
shootings) and places they can't avoid (preschool parties, OB-GYNs' offices). Nicki has everything to lose
and much to gain - including the attention of her unnervingly hot P.I. instructor. Thankfully, Nicki is armed
with her pesky conscience, occasional babysitters, a fully stocked minivan, and nature's best defense system:
women's intuition.

Praise for FINDING SKY:

"Finding Sky has everything an astute reader could want in a woman-driven cozy: a plausible plot, a smart
protagonist, sex appeal, and two adorable, if overactive, children...O'Brien has written one of the most
warm-hearted yet realistic cozies I've ever had the pleasure of reading."
- Mystery Scene Magazine

"Nicki Valentine, the heroine of O'Brien's engaging cozy debut, has her hands full as a widowed mother of
two...When her best friend, Kenna, phones to tell her that Beth, the 18-year-old mother-to-be of the baby
Kenna plans to adopt, has disappeared, Nicki seizes the chance to put what she's learned in her PI training
course to work...Nicki proves a resourceful sleuth as she gets on the trail of the missing teen. The conclusion
will leave readers eager for the next installment."
- Publishers Weekly

"Has a heart and soul and the minute I started reading it, I knew it was something special. Nicki Valentine,
the sleuth at the center of the mystery of a missing pregnant teen, felt like an old friend to me and the lengths
to which she will go to help a friend is just one example of her integrity and loyalty. I can't wait to read more
about Nicki and her journey as a single mom and modern-day Nancy Drew."
- Maggie Barbieri, Author of Once Upon a Lie, Lies That Bind and the Murder 101 Mystery Series

"This debut mystery offers menace without violence, intrigue, and the realistic depiction of a single mother
struggling to find an identity outside of motherhood. The hint of romance and element of humor further
ensures that this novel will attract a following of cozy-reading fans for the upcoming sequel, Sky High. "
- Kings River Life Magazine



"Nicki is a character readers will no doubt feel attached to way before they close the book. The fact that this
book sports the tagline 'A Nicki Valentine Mystery' leads me believe that there is more of Nicki Valentine
and her adventures waiting for us, which will hopefully continue to entertain us way past her children's high
school graduation."
- Blogcritics.org

"I cannot fully express how much I loved this book. Nicki Valentine was such a great character to follow as
she tries to juggle being a single parent, taking classes to become a PI, and investigating the disappearance of
a pregnant teenager."
- Denise Pappas, LibraryThing.com

Books in the Nicki Valentine Humorous Mystery Series:
FINDING SKY (#1)
SKY HIGH (#2) September 2015

Part of the Henery Press Mystery Series Collection, if you like one, you'll probably like them all...
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From reader reviews:

Michael Jackson:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray a person, why because this Finding Sky e-book written by well-
known writer whose to say well how to make book that can be understand by anyone who else read the book.
Written with good manner for you, leaking every ideas and publishing skill only for eliminate your own
personal hunger then you still skepticism Finding Sky as good book not simply by the cover but also from
the content. This is one e-book that can break don't evaluate book by its handle, so do you still needing one
more sixth sense to pick that!? Oh come on your looking at sixth sense already alerted you so why you have
to listening to one more sixth sense.

Matthew Waddell:

You could spend your free time to study this book this publication. This Finding Sky is simple bringing you
can read it in the playground, in the beach, train and also soon. If you did not get much space to bring the
actual printed book, you can buy the actual e-book. It is make you simpler to read it. You can save often the
book in your smart phone. Consequently there are a lot of benefits that you will get when you buy this book.

Cheri Whaley:

You will get this Finding Sky by look at the bookstore or Mall. Merely viewing or reviewing it could
possibly to be your solve challenge if you get difficulties on your knowledge. Kinds of this guide are various.
Not only by simply written or printed but also can you enjoy this book through e-book. In the modern era
including now, you just looking of your mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now, choose
your current ways to get more information about your reserve. It is most important to arrange yourself to
make your knowledge are still up-date. Let's try to choose proper ways for you.

Augusta Wilson:

That publication can make you to feel relax. That book Finding Sky was bright colored and of course has
pictures on the website. As we know that book Finding Sky has many kinds or variety. Start from kids until
teens. For example Naruto or Detective Conan you can read and believe you are the character on there.
Therefore , not at all of book tend to be make you bored, any it makes you feel happy, fun and unwind. Try
to choose the best book for you personally and try to like reading which.
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